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Question 1 

Design a class named Book to represent a book. The class contains:  

• An int data field named ISBN that holds ISBN number. Each ISBN 

is 4-digit integer that represents the International Standard Book 

Number. 

• A String data field named author that holds author name (assume 

each book has a single author). 

• A String data field named title that holds book’s title. 

• A String data field named genre that holds book’s genre (type of 

book). 

• A method named generateReference() that returns a String 

formed by taking the first two characters of the author name and 

the first two characters of the book genre and separates them 

with a dash.  

Example:  author = Doyle, genre = Novels   →   reference code = 
DO-NO 

Hint: Use method charAt(i) of class String to get a character at a certain 

index i in a String (index starts from 0). For Example: if value of a String 

variable s is “abc” then s.charAt(2) will return ‘c’. 

• A method named verifyISBN(int ISBN). Given an ISBN, it returns 

true if the entered ISBN is correct and false otherwise. The ISBN is 



a 4 digit integer where the fourth digit is the control digit that 

checks if the ISBN is correct.  

How to verify an ISBN?  
Given ISBN = n1n2n3n4 the formula for checking correctness is as follows:  

( n1 × 3 + n2 × 2 + n3 × 1) mod 4 = n4 

In other words: the result of this formula must be equal to the control digit. 

Example: ISBN = 0200 is correct, while 1234 is not correct (use the formula 
and check!) 

Hint: to get each single digit in a number, use similar idea to the one used in 

assignment 6, question 2.  

• A method named toString() that returns a string description for 

the book. It uses the following format: (See the sample runs for an example) 

Title:  <title>  

Author: <author>  

ISBN: <ISBN>  - Reference  Code : <referenceCode> 

Genre: <genre> 

 

 

Draw the UML diagram for the class and then implement the class. Write 

a test class TestBook with method main that does the following: 

• Creates an object of type Book. 

• Reads all data of the object from the user.  

• Verifies the ISBN. If the ISBN is no valid print “Invalid ISBN” 

otherwise if the ISBN is valid it: 

o Displays the object by invoking its toString() method and 

printing the returned string. 



o Displays the book’s reference by invoking its 

generateReference()method and printing the returned string. 

 

 

Sample Run 1:  

 

 

Sample Run 2: 

 
 

 

Invalid ISBN 


